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On almost every occasion when the Western powers make claims of a
terrorist attack or other event whose outcome seems to further their
interests, there are inconsistencies or coincidences that suggest malign
state interference. Pg 1-3

Pro Tip: Mentally Replace All Uses Of
“Conspiracy Theorist” With “Iraq Rememberer”

I watched the film Official Secrets the other day, which I highly
recommend doing if you want to rekindle your rage about the
unforgivable evil that was the Iraq invasion.
Which is a good thing to do, in my opinion. Absolutely nothing was
ever done to address the fact that a million people were murdered with
the assistance of government lies just a few short years ago; no new
laws were passed mandating more government transparency or
accountability with its military operations, no war crimes tribunals
took place, no new policies were put into place. No one even got fired.
In fact we’ve seen the exact opposite: the people responsible for
unleashing that horror upon our species have been given prestigious
jobs in government and media and the US government is currently
collaborating with the UK to set the legal precedent for charging under
the Espionage Act any journalist in the world who exposes US war
crimes. Pg 3-4

A Second Whistle Blown on the OPCW’s
Doctored Report
Another whistleblower leak has exposed the fraudulent nature of the
Organization for the Prevention of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) report
on the alleged chemical weapons attack in the Syrian city of Douma,
close to Damascus, on April 7 last year. Pg 4-8

Atrocities by terrorists against
Syrian children ignored by
Western media covering
conflict from comfort of offices
elsewhere
Western media, filing their reports on
Syria from safe offices in New York
and London, ignore atrocities
committed almost daily against
children and civilians by terrorists in
Idlib. Pg 9-11

The International Zionist
Conspiracy
A recent article
(https://mondoweiss.net/2019/11/the-rootcause-of-the-conflict-is-the-israel-lobby/) by
Philip Weiss on the Mondoweiss
website lays out an argument that most
liberal Jews, like Weiss, are hesitant to
support, namely that Jewish power,
and more to the point its money, as
exercised through the so-called Israel
Lobby in the United States and
elsewhere, has been the principal
enabling force behind the international
pariah that the state of Israel has
become. Pg 11-13

Additional Articles
Crimes against Humanity: US
Sanctions Harm One Third of
World’s People: Pg 13-17
Hong Kong — Pure Western
Insanity: Pg 17-19
As of today, I am the only
winner of the 12 December
Election!: Pg 19-21
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to stand showing any indication of it
up and derail this juggernaut of since his early release a year
lies and fabrications that has
ago.
become the modus operandi of
Source:
the Imperial Establishment. On But it’s the wrong question,
https://ahtribune.com/world/europe/uk/
the basis of what we have
again. Instead it should be asked
3679-regenerating-islamicalready
seen
and
heard
about
the
who gave Usman the idea that
terrorism.html
latest London Bridge “terrorist running amok with a couple of
attack”, that time should be now, kitchen knives in a London
By David Macilwain
based on a couple of critical
tourist spot would help the cause
of Islamist fundamentalism in
The identity documents found in pointers; the unnecessary
assassination of the knifethe Middle East? Would this not
the attacker’s vehicle, or the
be the very thing that the UK
later revelation the person was wielder, and the timing and
government is looking for to
already known to police. But for location of the attack.
justify its continued illegitimate
any single incident, it is rarely
intervention and occupation of
the case that such “give-aways” While we might ask of the –
Iraq, just at a critical time when
prove malign influence or covert now deceased – Usman Khan
the other dodgy pretexts
action by the state, even though “why would he do that?”, it
cumulatively the “conspiracy” seems to be a question many are (https://www.moonofalabama.org/2019
/11/opcw-manipulation-of-its-doumaby these organizations appears already asking, as the story of
his alleged rehabilitation from report-shines-new-light-onto-thebeyond dispute, and
skripal-novichok-case-.html) are
would-be terrorist emerges.
unsurprising to those of us on
They might also be asking “how falling apart?
this side of the divide.
was he able to do that?” – given
Consider for instance how the
his electronic monitoring and
As has been observed before
whole narrative of the “fight
known attendance at a
however, the agencies who
against Islamic State” could
conference on Prisoner
appear to be responsible for
have been maintained had the
staging and coordinating such Rehabilitation before his
“provocations” or “false flags” unexpected knife rampage. But series of terrorist attacks in the
such questions are asked every UK not happened – the
have discovered that they can
time an attack happens, without Manchester bombing and the
now get away with almost
Borough Market attacks most
satisfactory answers being
anything - presented
recently. It hardly needs pointing
appropriately in the mainstream provided.
out that the perpetrators of those
media. The public has been
The answers – from the chosen attacks were also well-known to
trained to respond to
experts and from the authorities counter-terrorism authorities,
diversionary and emotive
and even cooperated with them.
material much as Pavlov’s dog, – are provided, but are never
satisfactory; the terrorist was
bypassing any intellectual
“radicalized”, influenced by an We might even ask, if we were
curiosity that would see them
more cynical about the motives
ask even basic questions – such extremist Imam, pledged
allegiance to Islamic State, went and actions of the UK state in its
as “why would he do that?”
to fight in Syria. In this bizarre “War on Terror”, why a
But as they say – you can’t fool case those questions were asked supporter of “the Islamic State”
all of the people all of the time – nine years ago, when Khan was would be biting the hand that
feeds it - with weapons and
and sooner or later there will be jailed for planning a London
terrorist attack; now the question supportive propaganda - and
enough people who are not
being asked is how he became which has benefited from the use
fooled (https://offguardian.org/2019/11/29/discuss“re-radicalized”, though without of ISIS as a pretext for invasion
and occupation of Syria’s oil and
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london-bridge-terror-attack/)
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gas fields. As the basis for the who chased the attacker
So if “the police” – who surely
whole illegitimate NATO
following his knife attacks in the knew exactly who they were
coalition campaign in the Middle conference hall. It was answered dealing with long before he ran
East – justified as preventing
with the claim that Khan was
out onto the bridge – didn’t want
terrorist attacks in the West –
wearing a – fake – suicide vest, the public to hear what Khan had
this question is unlikely to be
which is worse than
to say, what exactly might that
answered! But ask a Syrian
unconvincing; if the police
have been? That he had links to
soldier this question as he and thought it was fake – like the
Islamic State, despite being
his comrades face multiple
ones worn by the Borough
closely monitored since his early
missile attacks
Market attackers – then their
release from Belmarsh prison a
(https://ahtribune.com/world/north- answer is disingenuous, but they year ago? That he had fooled
africa-south-west-asia/syriacould hardly have thought
them into thinking he was
crisis/3676-al-nusra-launches-a-new- otherwise; the idea that attendees reformed? None of this is likely,
operation.html) and foreign-backed at a conference on Prisoner
given that within 48 hours we
Al Qaeda extremists with real
Rehabilitation which included have already Usman Khan’s
suicide vests and car bombs and convicted murderers and
whole life story and history of
you might be told the truth. Just terrorists could bring along
his previous trial and conviction.
don’t expect much sympathy for suicide vests is preposterous!
your loss from “blowback”.
And we only have the word of What else can we conclude but
one alleged witness and police that Khan was the means to an
But back to the two critical
that Khan actually was wearing end which suited the UK
points mentioned earlier and our such a vest, fake or otherwise, establishment and its agencies,
question, now posed to the
without any visual evidence –
and that he was somehow
policeman who shot Usman
such as Khan shouting that he manipulated and set up to
Khan dead – “why would he do would detonate his vest if police perform in this provocation? It’s
that?” Why, when Khan was
shot at him.
not as though this hasn’t
already overpowered and
happened before
disarmed on the ground, was it Instead we are forced to
(https://ahtribune.com/world/europe/1
necessary to shoot him dead?
conclude that police were
684-manchester-bombing.html), and
Why was it so necessary that one determined to shoot Khan and to involved the very same
of the men holding him down
shoot him dead, not because he organizations and individuals
had to be pulled off him and out was a danger to the public – who who are now prognosticating
of the way so Khan could be
had already overcome him – but about the resurrection of the
shot? The video embedded
because he was a danger to
terrorism threat, along with their
(https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/arti them. Dead men tell no tales,
obedient media. In another Daily
cle-7741143/Inside-Fishmongers-Halland
this
man
clearly
had
one
to
Mail article on the event it says:
London-Bridge-attacker-Usman-Khantell. Considered on its own and
began-terror-spree.html#vin isolation from the
“It has been speculated that the
3086857577917335811) in this
attack may have been revenge
article, which shows the minutes circumstances prevailing in the
UK
at
this
time,
which
to
say
the
for
the death of ISIS leader Abu
before Khan was apparently shot
Bakr al Baghdadi”
dead, is particularly revealing. least are “extenuating”, this
could
be
thought
a
case
of
Once Khan was pinned down by
his civilian pursuers there is no “rough justice”. It wouldn’t be Speculation presumably by
someone who believed the false
drama, but all hell breaks out as the first time that police have
sought
to
avoid
a
lengthy
trial
story
soon as police arrive.
where a murderer might escape (https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/syriajustice on some technicality.
This question has been asked,
crisis/3650-al-baghdadi-killing.html)
including by those brave men
2
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about the US bombing of a
And, I mean, of course it is.
brand, even if it means
house in Syria, and didn’t realize How weird is it that we don’t
refraining from using words for
Baghdadi was long past his use- use that word to describe what the things that they refer to.
by date; like Dr Who, he needed the architects of that war did?
to regenerate, so he needed to
Conspiracy is defined as “a
This is why the word “collusion”
die first, and soon!
secret plan by a group to do
was continuously and uniformly
something unlawful or harmful.” used throughout the entire
Once again one has the feeling From the secret plan between the Russiagate saga, for example. It
that events are being
NSA and GCHQ to spy on and was a narrative about a secret
“orchestrated” by the Imperial blackmail UN members into
conspiracy between the highest
powers to suit the agenda of
supporting the illegal invasion levels of the US government and
NATO and the Five Eyes, as
which is the subject of Official the Russian government to
well as the political agendas of Secrets, to the mountain of other subvert the interests of the
their governments. It’s a
schemes and manipulations used American people, yet the word
paranoid idea, but the paranoia is by other government bodies to “conspiracy” was meticulously
no fantasy
deceive the world about Iraq, it’s replaced with “collusion” by
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0- absolutely insane that that word everyone peddling that story.
IlSOrVaiM); what more might we is never used to describe the
fear from leaders and
conspiracy within the Bush and Syria narrative managers on
governments who we now know Blair governments to
Twitter have been in meltdown
have conspired through the
manufacture the case for war.
for a week ever since the Rolling
OPCW to fabricate evidence that
Stone podcast Useful Idiots
has facilitated terrorist attacks in The engineering of the Iraq war featured oppositional journalist
Syria and lethal disinformation was a conspiracy, per any
Max Blumenthal talking about
around the globe?
conceivable definition. So why the US-centralized empire’s
isn’t that word reflexively used involvement in the Syrian war
its pervasive propaganda
Pro Tip: Mentally by everyone who talks about it? and
campaign against that nation.
Replace All Uses Of Easy. Because we haven’t been The entire site has been
trained to.
swarming with high-visibility
“Conspiracy
blue-checkmarked thought
Theorist” With The use of the word
police demanding the heads of
“conspiracy”
is
studiously
the show’s hosts Matt Taibbi and
“Iraq Rememberer” avoided by the narrative
Katie Halper for giving this evil
managers of the political/media “conspiracy theorist” a platform
Source:
to say we’re being deceived
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/12/0 class who are tasked with the
5/pro-tip-mentally-replace-all-uses-of- assignment of teaching us how about yet another US-led regime
conspiracy-theorist-with-iraqto think about our world, except change intervention in yet
rememberer/
when it is to be employed for its another Middle Eastern nation.
intended and authorised use:
By Caitlin Johnstone
smearing skeptics of
Narrative managers use the
establishment
narratives.
The
“conspiracy theorist” pejorative
Apart from the howling rage
pejorative
“conspiracy
theory”
to shove skepticism of
surging through my veins during
has been such a useful weapon establishment narratives into the
the film, the other thing I
margins of political discourse,
experienced was the recurring in inoculating the herd from
far away where it can’t
thought, “This was a conspiracy. dissident wrongthink that the
propagandists
do
everything
contaminate the mainstream
This is the thing that a
they can to avoid tainting their herd. Whenever you see a
conspiracy is.”
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dissenting interpretation of
worst-case scenario occurring,
events getting too close to
especially since we know for a
mainstream circles, as with
fact that it does indeed happen.
Blumenthal appearing on a
Powerful people do conspire to
Rolling Stone podcast, Tulsi
inflict evil things upon the rest
Gabbard saying on national
of us, and we do need to use
television that the US
thoughts and ideas to discuss
government has armed terrorists, how that might be happening.
or Tucker Carlson interviewing We are not meant to think about
Jonathan Steele about the
this, which is why we’re meant
OPCW leaks, you see an intense to forget about Iraq.
campaign of shrieking outrage
and public shaming geared at
The Iraq invasion was like if a
shoving those dissident
family were sitting around the
narratives as far into the fringe dinner table one night, then the
as possible by branding them
father stood up, decapitated his
“conspiracy theories”.
daughter with a steak knife, then
sat back down and continued
My suggestion then is this:
eating and everyone just went
whenever you see the label
back to their meals and never
“conspiracy theorist” being
talked about what happened.
applied to anyone who questions That’s how absolutely creepy
an establishment narrative about and weird it is that the news
Syria, Russia, Iran or wherever, churn just moved on after a
just mentally swap it out for the conspiracy within the most
term “Iraq rememberer”. When powerful government in the
you see anyone shouting about world led to the murder of a
“conspiracy theories”, mentally million human beings, and now
replace it with “Iraq
we’re all somehow only
remembering”. It makes it much supposed to care about Trump’s
easier to see what’s really going rude tweets.
on: “Oh those damn Iraq
rememberers! Why can’t they
Never forget the Iraq war
just trust their media and
conspiracy, no matter how hard
government about what’s
they try to make you. They did it
happening in Syria instead of
before, they’ve done it again in
indulging in Iraq
Libya and Syria, and they’ll
remembering?”
continue to attempt it in the
future. When you sound the
Powerful people and institutions alarm about this they will call
secretly coordinating with each you a conspiracy theorist. All
other to do evil things is the
they’re really saying is that
absolute worst-case scenario for you’re one of those annoying
the rest of the population; it is pests who just won’t shut up and
precisely the thing we fear when forget about Iraq.
we allow people and institutions
to have power over us. We need
to be able to talk about that
4

A Second Whistle
Blown on the
OPCW’s Doctored
Report

Source:
https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/syriacrisis/3682-opcw-doctored-report.html

By Jeremy Salt
The first leak came from the
Fact-Finding Mission’s
engineering sub-group
(https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/syriacrisis/3600-opcw-report-on-allegedsyrian-chemical-attack.html). After

investigating the two sites where
industrial gas cylinders were
found in Douma and taking into
account the possibility that the
cylinders had been dropped from
the air it concluded that there
was a “higher probability” that
both cylinders were placed at
both sites by hand. This finding
was entirely suppressed in the
final report
The engineering sub-group
prepared its draft report “for
internal review” between
February 1-27, 2018. By March
1 the OPCW final report had
been approved, published and
released, indicating that the
engineers’ findings had not been
properly evaluated, if evaluated
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at all. In its final report the
OPCW, referring to the findings
of independent experts in
mechanical engineering,
ballistics and metallurgy,
claimed that the structural
damage had been caused at one
location by an “impacting
object” (i.e. the cylinder) and
that at the second location the
cylinder had passed through the
ceiling, fallen to the floor and
somehow bounced back up on to
the bed where it was found.

was likely released from the
cylinders is highly misleading
and not supported by the facts.”
The writer states that the only
evidence is that some samples
collected at locations 2 and 4
(where the gas cylinders were
found) had been in contact with
one or more chemicals that
contain a reactive chlorine atom.

victims’ symptoms after the
alleged attack as reported by
witnesses and seen on video
recordings. This section of the
draft, including the
epidemiology, was removed
from the final version in its
entirety. As it was inextricably
linked to the chemical agent as
identified, the impact on the
final report was “seriously
“Such chemicals,” he continues, negative.” The writer says the
“could include molecular
draft report was “modified” at
chlorine, phosgene, cyanogen
the behest of the office of
chloride, hydrochloric acid,
Director-General, a post held at
None of this was even suggested hydrogen chloride or sodium
the time by a Turkish diplomat,
by the engineers. Instead, the
hypochlorite (the major element Ahmet Uzumcu.
OPCW issued a falsified report in household chlorine-based
intended to keep alive the
bleach.” Purposely singling out The OPCW has made no attempt
accusation that the cylinders had chlorine as one of the
to deny the substance of these
been dropped by the Syrian Air possibilities was disingenuous claims. After the engineers’
Force.
and demonstrated “partiality” report made its way to Wikileaks
that negatively affected the final its priority was to hunt down the
Now there is a second leak, this report’s credibility.
leaker. Following the leaking of
time an internal email sent by a
the recent email, the Directormember of the Fact-Finding
The writer says the final report’s General, Fernando Arias, simply
Mission (FFM) on June 22,
reference to “high levels of
defended the final report as it
2018, to Robert Fairweather, the various chlorinated organic
stood.
British career diplomat who was derivatives detected in
at the time Chief of Cabinet at environmental samples”
These two exposures are triply
the OPCW, and copied to his
overstates the draft report’s
devastating for the OPCW. Its
deputy, Aamir Shouket. The
findings. “In most cases these Douma report is completely
writer claims to have been the derivatives were present only in discredited but all its findings on
only FFM member to have read part per billion range, as low as the use of chemical weapons in
the redacted report before its
1-2 ppb, which is essentially
Syria
release. He says it misrepresents trace qualitiea.” In such
(https://ahtribune.com/world/norththe facts: “Some crucial facts
microscopic quantities, detected africa-south-west-asia/syriacrisis/2819-wmd-take-two.html) must
that have remained in the
inside apartment buildings, it
redacted version have morphed would seem, although the writer now be regarded as suspect even
into something quite different
only hints at the likelihood, that by those who did not regard
from what was originally
the chlorine trace elements could them as suspect in the first place.
The same shadow hangs over all
drafted.”
have come from household
bleach stored in the kitchen or UN agencies that have relied on
the OPCW for evidence,
The email says the final version bathroom.
especially the UN’s Independent
statement that the team “has
sufficient evidence to determine The writer notes that the original International Commission of
Inquiry on the Syrian Arab
that chlorine or another reactive draft discussed in detail the
Republic, an arm of the OHCHR
chlorine-containing chemical
inconsistency between the
5
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(Office of the High
Commissioner for Human
Rights).

best evidence that no report by
this body can be regarded as
impartial, objective and neutral.
No chemical weapons or nerve
This body is closely linked to
agents were moved from Syrian
the OPCW and while both
stocks, according to the findings
mostly hide the sources of their of renowned journalist Seymour
information it is evident that
Hersh. The best evidence,
where chemical weapons
including a report by Hersh
allegations have been made, the (‘The Red Line and the Rat
commission of inquiry has
Line,’ London Review of Books,
drawn on the OPCW.
April 17, 2014), suggests a
staged attack by terrorist groups,
As of January 2018, the
including Jaysh al Islam and
commission reported on 34
Ahrar al Sham, who at the time
“documented incidents” of
were being routed in a
chemical weapons use by
government offensive. The
various parties in Syria. It held military would have had no
the Syrian government
reason to use chemical weapons:
responsible for 23 of them and, furthermore, the ‘attack’ was
remarkably, did not hold the
launched just as UN chemical
armed groups responsible even weapons inspectors were
for one, despite the weight of
arriving in the Syrian capital and
evidence showing their
it is not even remotely credible
preparation and use of such
that the Syrian government
weapons over a long period of would have authorized a
time.
chemical weapons attack at such
a time.
The commission has made
repeated accusations of chlorine Even the CIA warned Barack
barrel bombs being dropped by Obama that the Syrian
government forces. On the worst government may not have
of the alleged chemical weapons been/probably was not
attacks, on August 21, 2013, in responsible for the attack and
the eastern Ghouta district just that he was being lured into
outside Damascus, it refers to
launching an air attack in Syria
sarin being used in a “wellnow that his self-declared ‘red
planned indiscriminate attack
line’ had been crossed. At the
targetting residential areas
last moment, Obama backed off.
[and] causing mass casualties.
The perpetrators likely had
It remains possible that the
access to the Syrian military
victims of this ‘attack’ were
chemical weapons stockpile and killed for propaganda purposes.
expertise and equipment to
Certainly, no cruelty involving
manipulate large amounts of
the takfiri groups, the most
chemical weapons.”
brutal people on the face of the
planet, can be ruled out. Having
This is such a travesty of the
used the occasion to blame the
6

Syrian government, the media
quickly moved on. The
identities of the dead, many of
them children, who they were,
where they might have been
buried - if in fact they had been
killed and not just used as props
- were immediately tossed into
the memory hole. Eastern
Ghouta remains one of the
darkest unexplained episodes in
the war on Syria.
The UN’s Syria commission of
inquiry’s modus operandi is
much the same as the OPCW’s.
Witnesses are not identified;
there is no indication of how
their claims were substantiated;
the countries outside Syria
where many have been
interviewed are not identified,
although Turkey is clearly one;
and where samples have had to
be tested, the chain of custody is
not transparent.
It is worth stepping back a little
bit to consider early responses to
the OPCW report on Douma.
The Syrian government raised a
number of questions, all of them
fobbed off by the OPCW.
Russia entered the picture by
arranging a press conference for
alleged victims of the ‘attack’ at
the OPCW headquarters in the
Hague. They included an 11year-old boy, Hassan Diab, who
said he did not know why he
was suddenly hosed down in the
hospital clinic, as shown in the
White Helmets propaganda
video.
All the witnesses dismissed
claims of a chemical weapons
attack. Seventeen countries
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(Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, the biomedical: of the 44, 11 (four showed the presence of the
Czech Republic, Denmark,
environmental and seven
explosive trinitrotoluene, leading
Estonia, France, Germany,
biomedical) were obtained from to the conclusion that the hole in
Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, alleged witnesses.
the roof was made by an
the Netherlands, Poland,
explosion and not by a cylinder
Slovakia, the United Kingdom As remarked by the Russian
falling through it (OPCW
and the US) then put out a joint Federation, the OPCW report
response: the Fact-Finding
statement (April 26, 2018)
does not explain the
Mission did not select the labs
expressing their full support for circumstances in which these
and information about them is
the OPCW report and dismissing samples were obtained. Neither confidential. As there had been
the “so-called” information
is there any information on the intense warfare for weeks
session at the Hague as a
individuals from whom they
around location four, the
Russian propaganda exercise.
were taken; neither is there any presence of explosive material in
Their statement claimed the
evidence demonstrating
a broad range of samples was to
authenticity of the information in compliance with the chain of
be expected but this did not – in
the OPCW report was
custody (OPCW response: there the OPCW view - lead to the
“unassailable.”
was respect for the chain of
conclusion that an explosion
custody, without this being
caused the hole in the roof).
Russia followed up with a series explained; the “standard
of questions directed at the
methodology” in collecting
Russia pointed out that the FFM
OPCW’s technical secretariat. It samples was applied, without
interviewed 39 people but did
noted that the OPCW report did details being given. It stressed not interview the actual
not mention that samples taken the need for privacy and the
witnesses of the ‘incident’ inside
from Douma were “split” in the protection of witness identities). the Douma hospital who
OPCW’s central laboratory in
appeared and were easily
the Netherlands and not in the Russia observed that the samples identifiable in the staged videos
Syrian Arab republic. Fractions were analyzed in two unnamed (OPCW response: the secretariat
of samples were handed to Syria OPCW laboratories and on the neither confirms nor denies
only after six months of insistent evidence of techniques and
whether it interviewed any of the
pressure (OPCW response: its results, it raised the question of witnesses presented by Russia at
terms of reference provided for whether the same laboratories the OPCW headquarters “as any
Syria to be provided with
had been used to investigate
statement to that effect would be
samples “to the extent possible” earlier ‘incidents’ involving the contrary to the witness
but do not specify when or
alleged use of chlorine. Of the protection principles applied by
where samples should be ‘split’). 13 laboratories that had technical the secretariat”).
agreements with the OPCW,
Russia also referred to the
why were samples analyzed at Russia also pointed out the
collection of 129 samples and
only two, apparently the same contradictions in the report on
their transfer to OPCWtwo as used before? Russia also the number of alleged dead. In
designated laboratories. 31 were observed that of the 33
one paragraph the FFM says it
selected for the first round of
environmental samples tested for could not establish a precise
analysis and an additional batch chlorinated products, there was a figure for casualties which
of 13 sent later. Of the 129
match (bornyl chloride) in only “some sources” said ranged
samples 39 were obtained from one case.
between 70 and 500. Yet
individuals living outside
elsewhere “witnesses” give the
territory controlled by the Syrian Samples taken from location 4, number of dead as 43 (OPCW
army. Of 44 samples analyzed where a gas cylinder was
response: the specific figure of
33 were environmental and 11 allegedly dropped from the air, 43 was based on the evidence of
7
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“witnesses” who claimed to have Furthermore, if the cylinders had Critical evidence ignored by the
seen bodies at different
been dropped from 2000 meters, OPCW included the videoed
locations).
both the roof and the cylinders discovery of an underground
would have been more seriously facility set up by Jaysh al Islam
Russia also pointed out that no damaged (OPCW response:
for the production of chemical
victims were found at locations there were no statements or
weapons. All the OPCW said
2 and 4, where the ventilation
assumptions in the FFM report was that the FFM inspectors
was good because of the holes in on the use of helicopters or the paid on-site visits to the
the roof/ceiling. Referring to
use of other aircraft “or the
warehouse and “facility”
location 2, it asked how could height of the flight.” The FFM suspected of producing chemical
chlorine released in a small hole did not base its modelling on the weapons and found no evidence
from a cylinder in a wellheight from which the cylinders of their manufacture. There is
ventilated room on the fourth
could have been dropped. “In
no reference to the makeshift
floor have had such a strong
accordance with its mandate,” facility found underground and
effect on people living on the
the FFM did not comment on the shown in several minutes of
first or second floors? (OPCW possible altitude of aircraft. The video evidence.
response: the FFM did not
OPCW did not explain why
establish a correlation between these crucial factors were not
Since the release of the report,
the number of dead and the
taken into account).
the three senior figures in the
quantity of the toxic chemical.
OPCW secretariat have
In order to establish such a
In its conclusion, Russia said
moved/been moved on. The
correlation, factors unknown to there was a “high probability” Director-General at the time,
the FFM – condition of the
that the cylinders were placed
Hasan Uzumlu, a Turkish career
building, air circulation and so manually at locations 2 and 4
diplomat, stepped out of the
on – would have had to be taken and that the factual material in office in July 2018: Sir Robert
into account. It does not explain the OPCW report did not allow Fairweather, a British career
why this was not attempted and it to draw the conclusion that a diplomat and Chief of Cabinet at
how it could reach its
toxic chemical had been used as the OPCW, was appointed the
conclusions without taking these a weapon. These conclusions
UK’s special representative to
“unknown factors” into account). have now been confirmed in the Sudan and South Sudan on
release of information
March 11, 2019: his deputy,
Finally, Russia raised the
deliberately suppressed by the Aamir Shouket, left the OPCW
question of the height from
OPCW secretariat.
in August 2018, to return to
which the cylinders could have
Pakistan as Director-General of
been dropped. It referred to the As the leaked material proves, the Foreign Ministry’s Europe
lack of specific calculations in its report was doctored: by
division. The governments
the OPCW report. The ‘experts’ suppressing, ignoring or
which signed the statement that
who did the simulation did not distorting the findings of its own the evidence in the OPCW
indicate the drop height. The
investigators to make it appear report was “unassailable”
charts and diagrams indicated a that the Syrian government was remain in place.
drop height of 45-180 meters.
responsible for the Douma
However, Syrian Air Force
‘attack’ the OPCW can be justly
helicopters do not fly at altitudes accused of giving aid and
of less than 2000 meters when comfort to terrorists and their
cruising over towns because they White Helmet auxiliaries whom
would come under small arms - the evidence overwhelmingly
fire “at least” and would
shows – set this staged ‘attack
inevitably be shot down.
’up.
8
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Atrocities by
terrorists against
Syrian children
ignored by Western
media covering
conflict from
comfort of offices
elsewhere

media outlets – one that has
sustained and nourished the
criminalization of the Syrian
government and its allies since
2011.

wounds, preferring to sever the
leg or arm from the body as a
more expedient remedy while
the armed gang-members
received treatment in the
militant-occupied hospitals.

In a war, all loss of life is to be
mourned. The nine-year war that
has ravaged Syria has been
externally fomented and
financed by belligerent states
whose primary ambition is to
topple the Syrian government
and to return Syria to the dark
ages under an Islamic extremist
Al-Nusra Front military building
regime that would be compliant An
looms above the metal barrels that
with the regional plans of the US protect civilian neighborhoods from
alliance.
sniper fire. Al Zahraa, west Aleppo. ©
Vanessa Beeley

A child walks past an area that has
been targeted by the terrorist groups
less than 200 meters away. Khalidiyah,
west Aleppo. © Vanessa Beeley
Source: https://www.rt.com/oped/474850-syria-white-helmets-idlibchildren/

By Vanessa Beeley
A recent report compiled by the
US coalition’s primary antiAssad “evidence” producers has
condemned the alleged
Syrian/Russian targeting of
civilians in Idlib. In familiar
fashion, the Guardian accepted
the White Helmet version of
events without any apparent
fact-checking or verification.
Claims by the notorious
terrorist-linked group and its PR
agency, Syria Campaign, that
304 children and 11 “rescue
workers” had been killed since
April 2019 went unchallenged
by one of the foremost
“humanitarian” war-promoting

The Western media consistently
omit this aspect of the war while
they cry their crocodile tears
over the senseless death of
children subsisting under the
tyranny of the “moderate
rebels,” a ridiculous term that is
used to conceal the fact that
“Idlib is the largest Al-Qaeda
safe haven since 9/11” – bought
and paid for by members of the
US coalition. Children caught in
the crossfire of a legitimate
Syrian military campaign to rid
its territory of armed extremist
gangs and ethnic cleansing
mercenaries.
East Aleppo was liberated by the
Syrian Arab Army in December
2016. I was there as each district
poured forth its children,
released from a five-year
incarceration under Al-Nusra
Front-led rule, emaciated, faces
streaked with soot and dust,
some with missing limbs – the
terrorists and their “civil
defense” would not treat civilian
9

West Aleppo is still under attack.
The districts of west Aleppo that
border areas of the Aleppo
countryside and Idlib are
brimming with armed groups,
dominated by Al-Nusra Front
rebrands such as Hayat Tahrir alSham (HTS).

A street corner in Khalidiyah, west
Aleppo warning people of snipers if
they cross the street. © Vanessa Beeley

On a recent trip to some of the
areas of west Aleppo that are
literally neighboring Al-Nusra
Front embeds, snipers and
military centers, I spoke to the
people who Western media hide
from view. The children that
play “dodge the sniper” in
streets permanently in the
crosshairs of extremist gunmen
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who pick civilians off like
rabbits. Graffiti on the walls
warns people not to cross the
street.
The maimed and mutilated
children that are commonplace
in the streets of Khalidiyah,
Jamiliya and Al Zahraa are
ignored by the Guardian Middle
East editors. These “journalists”
receive their Syrian war reports
from compromised entities like
the White Helmets and their
terrorist colleagues, they do not
venture deep into areas of Syria
still under threat from rocket
launchers, gas canisters stuffed
full of shrapnel, glass, lethal
tungsten dust – they do not
dodge explosive bullets, sniper
fire or mortars raining down
upon their neighborhoods.

“What can I say to the West –
that they should keep supporting
the terrorists who are killing us?
May God curse them for what
they did to us.”

Eighteen-year-old Mahmoud. A mortar
landed just behind where he is
standing, killing his mother, aunt and
three-year-old baby sister. © Vanessa
Beeley

Eighteen-year-old Mahmoud
told me that three months ago, a
terrorist mortar attack claimed
the lives of his mother, aunt and
three-year-old baby sister. When
I asked him what he wanted to
say to people in the West, he
shrugged, puzzled by the
question. Then he told me that
he hoped God would curse the
West for their role in promoting
and supporting the terrorist
groups that massacred his family
members.

A few days after I left these
terrorist-ravaged districts, more
than 40 missiles targeted these
areas, leaving seven civilians
dead and wounding more than
30 others. A family were burned
alive in their car. The mother,
Samar Hammou, and her eightyear-old son Omar were killed.
The daughter, 14-year-old
Ekram, had her legs so horribly
burned that they have been
amputated above the knee to
save her life. Her father has still
not told her that her mother and
brother perished in the fire.

Rudimentary protection against sniper
fire at the end of a residential street in
Al Zahraa, west Aleppo. © Vanessa
Beeley
Nine-year-old Malak with her sisters in
Khalidiyah, west Aleppo. © Vanessa
Beeley

So, where is the Guardian’s
outrage, horror and
Hamoud is 19-years-old, his leg was condemnation of these atrocities
From the comfort of their offices blown off by a terrorist mortar three committed almost every day
in Beirut, London and New
years ago, in Khalidiyah, Aleppo © against innocent children and
Vanessa Beeley
York, they file meaningless
civilians by the extremist armed
reports that deny the existence of
gangs in Idlib?
nine-year-old Malak, who was Hamoud was crossing the road
in front of me in Khalidiyah, he The following interview is with
shot by a sniper in Bani Zaid
three years ago as she crossed was 16 when a terrorist mortar Mahmoud, a resident of Al
the street to school. She lost her tore his leg from his body. He
Zahraa. His house is literally
walks
with
a
crutch
because
left leg below the knee.
next door to the Al-Nusra Frontprosthetic limbs are too painful occupied houses at the end of his
for him to bear. He also told me:
10
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street. An unexploded gas
canister nestles under a bush in
front of his home. He told me
that nobody will cross the
deserted street because they will
be shot, and if anyone tries to
rescue them, they will be shot
also.
West Aleppo under attack interview with neighbour of
Nusra Front:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eeqpTqqWjRc&feature=youtu.be

The White Helmets were created
by the US coalition to document
“war crimes” but only the
alleged crimes that incriminate
the Syrian government, army
and allies, not those that will
expose the murderous
criminality of Western regimes
who fund, promote and lionize
the child-murderers preying
upon the defenseless citizens of
west Aleppo. Relief for these
besieged neighborhoods will
only come when Idlib is
liberated and the terrorist groups
banished from Syrian territory.

The International
Zionist Conspiracy
Source:
https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/theinternational-zionist-conspiracy/

By Philip Giraldi
Weiss notes how “most
observers accept the
antisemitism redlines echoed
lately by Bernie Sanders: you
are not to speak of an outsize
Jewish role in politics. So few
write about the Israel lobby,

though they know it to be a
Peace Initiative of 2001, and
significant force…” In other
accepted partition of the land on
words, Sanders, liberal to the
highly favorable terms (Israel
core and ostensibly supportive of gets 78 percent). Without U.S.
Palestinian rights, draws a line support, Israel would have been
that forbids any real discussion internationally isolated and
of Jewish power in the United would have grabbed the deal.
States even though everyone
The Israelis have been able to
who has not been asleep is more continue to devour the land only
than aware of just how powerful because the United States
American Jews, and by
supports the occupation in
extension Israel, are.
international fora, and gives
Israeli a diplomatic umbrella
Weiss details how the vast sums against any storm, due to blind
of money raised by both
bipartisan political backing
Democratic and Republican
here.”
Jews has distorted American
politics since the time of
Jewish power in America and
President Harry S. Truman. He elsewhere must never be
describes how president after
discussed unless it is a
president has backed down
discussion involving only Jews,
versus Israel when confronted by who openly recognize and
Jewish power and observes that appreciate the phenomenon.
“This is not just a domestic
Weiss notes how “Israel
political question, it’s a foreign lobbyists themselves extol
policy problem. The Israel lobby Jewish political power in the
is the root cause of the Israel
U.S. as Israel’s lifeline for
Palestine conflict. Consider the money and arms and diplomatic
two…main causes of the
protection” and quotes Michael
conflict. 1, Israeli
Koplow of the Israel Policy
settlement/colonialism (or in
Forum, who boasts how “I have
Zionist terms, the effort to
no qualms about pointing out
liberate European Jewry from that the American Jewish
persecution by establishing a
community is almost certainly
Jewish homeland in historical the most influential minority
Palestine). 2, Palestinian
community in the history of the
resistance to 1. Neither of these U.S., and possibly in the history
historical forces would still be a of the world. American Jews
source of serious conflict 71
have worked hard to make it so,
years after Israel’s
and have built a network of
establishment were it not for the outward-facing institutions that
lobby. Without the blind support protect this privileged position.”
of the United States, Israel
would have made a deal a long Beyond Weiss’s observations,
time ago. The country would
one might note how Zionist Jews
have followed through on the
are essentially able to shut down
historic Palestinian concession any discussion of Palestine or of
of 1988 followed by the Arab
Palestinian rights. Given the
11
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extreme overrepresentation of Mandel, himself a Jew, and
well be regarded as
Jews in both the news generation called on the party to support “a international. In France, which
process and in various choke
solution of the Israelihas the largest diaspora Jewish
points in the political process, an Palestinian conflict negotiated population after the United
honest discussion of Israelby the parties that guarantees
States, hate legislation which de
Palestine and the actual U.S.
equality, security and
facto protects only Jews has
interests in the region is
democracy for all, no matter
been employed to shut down any
extremely difficult to find
what the final settlement
and all criticism. It has become
anywhere in the mainstream
regarding states and borders” common all across Europe to
media.
and called on party members to regard any criticism of Israel as
“oppose any unilateral
anti-Semitism and therefore as a
In both the 2012 and 2016
annexation of territory, and
hate crime, with criminal
Democratic Party conventions, support the right of all those
penalties attached. French
for example, there was
who were forced from their
comedian Dieudonné, who
considerable pressure from the homes to return to their
admittedly is rather pointed in
members of the party base to
homelands and receive
his satire, has been convicted
include language reflective of
compensation for their losses.” eight times.
the need to recognize Palestinian Mandel’s proposal attracted the
suffering and condemn the
ire of Zionist apologists
And then there is the sad case of
Israeli “occupation.” Long-time including State Senator Scott
Jeremy Corbyn, British Labour
liberal activist James Zogby
Wiener and Assemblywoman
Party leader who will be
pushed for an amendment to the Laura Friedman, who asserted contesting a national election on
party platform in 2016 calling that “This amendment cuts to the December 12th. Corbyn has
for “an end to occupation and core of Israel’s ability to be its been accused of being an antiillegal settlements” in Israelown state.”
Semite based on his fairly mild
Palestine. In both conventions,
defense of Palestinians, which
Hillary Clinton interests pushed One might observe that the
one might have thought to be a
back and rejected any changes, Mandel amendment was pretty good, sound socialist human
arguing that they would
mild stuff relatively speaking, rights position. And so it would
constitute “terrible mistake[s],” even excluding the word
be if Israel were not involved.
too “one-sided” toward the
“occupation,” and that the
With the election looming,
Palestinians. In both instances Wiener-Friedman riposte is
British Jews have increased
there was loud and sustained
nonsense, but the result was
pressure on Corbyn and by
booing from the floor when the more of the same. Reliably
default are endorsing his
reflexively pro-Israel platform liberal California Democrats
conservative opponent Boris
was announced, but the speaker delivered the usual pander to
Johnson, who has spoken
rejected calls for any floor vote. Israeli-Jewish interests. They
repeatedly about his love of
surrendered to the persistent
Israel. Britain’s Chief Rabbi
To cite another example, two
Jews-in-politics demand never to Ephraim Mirvis recently
weeks ago, California’s
give even one inch when it
produced an article for the
Democratic party concluded its comes to permitting Israel
influential Times of London
fall convention by finalizing
absolute license to behave badly declaring Corbyn “unfit for
what would be included in the while at the same time extracting office” because “the way in
state party platform. An
from the United States billions which the [Labour] leadership
amendment promoted by
of dollars in subsidies every
has dealt with anti-Jewish
Palestinian supporters was
year.
racism is incompatible with the
defeated in a floor vote. It was
British values of which we are
offered by delegate David
And the Israel conspiracy might so proud — of dignity and
12
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respect for all people.”
The good rabbi is not, of course
including Palestinians as worthy
of “dignity and respect.” He is
really only concerned about his
own tribe and the “racism” he
refers to is largely concentrated
among those Britons who are
opposed to Israeli government
policies. Britain is already in
some senses Zionist controlled
territory, even more so than the
United States. Jews are
prominent at many choke points
in the media and entertainment
industries while 80% of
Conservative Party politicians
are members of “Conservative
Friends of Israel.” The Labour
Party is also active engaged with
their own version of the same,
Labour Friends of Israel, which
includes 80 out of the party’s
262 members of parliament.

combat anti-Semitism and the lawyers to make sure that he
BDS (the Boycott, Divestment walks.
and Sanctions) movement. He
also pledged to add $20 million Beyond all that, if one doubts
of his own money to set up a
the power of the Jewish/Israel
foundation to do more of the
lobby internationally, note one
same. Kraft enthused “Israel is of the first actions undertaken by
so special to me and my
the new coup government in
family… I have sponsored
Bolivia. It has moved to
dozens of missions and countless reestablish diplomatic relations
other trips for people to
with Israel as a top priority.
experience Israel for the first
Brazil also sought a closer
time. Spiritually, there is no
relationship with Israel after
place like it on earth.”
conservative Jair Bolsonaro was
elected president and pledged to
Perhaps Kraft should move to
visit the Jewish state, a promise
Israel so he won’t be troubled by which he carried out in March.
allegations of dual loyalty made Everyone in the world
by people like me. He has now understands that the way to gain
been joined by Britain’s Chelsea favor with Washington is to go
football club owner Roman
through Israel.
Abramovich, a billionaire
investor who has pledged £3.9m
Crimes against
($5 million) of his own money
Humanity: US
to support the foundation “to
tackle anti-Semitism.”
Sanctions Harm
Abramovich was born in the
One Third of
Soviet Union but is an Israeli
citizen and lives most of the year
World’s People
in that country. He has been
linked to a number of financial
scandals.

Finally, International Zionism is
very well represented in recent
announcements coming from the
world of professional sports,
where billionaire Jewish team
owners take their orders from
Israel to combat critics and the
scourge of anti-Semitism.
Kraft, of course, has his own
baggage. On February 22nd,
In January 2019 New England 2019, he was charged in Jupiter
Patriots owner Robert Kraft
Florida for “soliciting another to
received the Genesis prize, a
commit prostitution.” Kraft was
million-dollar award given
reportedly video recorded by a
annually to Jews “who have
hidden camera while engaged in
Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/crimesattained excellence and
sexual activity within the
against-humanity-us-sanctions-harminternational renown in their
confines of a seedy enterprise
one-third-of-worlds-people/5696794
chosen professional fields.”
called the Orchids of Asia Day
Kraft’s friend Israeli Prime
Spa that sold the services of
By Sara Flounders
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu Asian sex trafficked women. The
personally presented the plaque case is still being resolved but
The most insidious and
and Kraft told the audience that Kraft denies the charges and he
pervasive form of modern
he would use the money to
has plenty of high- priced
warfare by Wall Street and the
13
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Pentagon, acting in coordination, suffer have nothing to do with
is passing largely unnoticed and whatever crime the corporate
unchallenged. This calculated
media use as an excuse. What
attack is rolling back decades of are never mentioned are the
progress in health care,
economic or political
sanitation, housing, essential
concessions the U.S.
infrastructure and industrial
government or corporations are
development all around the
seeking.
world.
Sanctions cannot be posed as an
Almost every developing
alternative to war. They are in
country attempting any level of fact the most brutal form of
social programs for its
warfare, deliberately targeting
population is being targeted.
the most defenseless civilians —
youth, the elderly, sick and
U.S. imperialism and its junior disabled people. In a period of
partners have refined economic human history when hunger and
strangulation into a devastating disease are scientifically
weapon. Sanctions in the hands solvable, depriving hundreds of
of the dominant military and
millions from getting basic
economic powers now cause
necessities is a crime against
more deaths than bombs or guns. humanity.
This weapon is stunting the
growth of millions of youth and International law and
driving desperate migrations,
conventions, including the
dislocating tens of millions.
Geneva and Nuremberg
Conventions, United Nations
‘A crime against humanity’
Charter and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
Sanctions and economic
explicitly prohibit the targeting
blockades against Venezuela,
of defenseless civilians,
Cuba and Iran are well known. especially in times of war.
But the devastating impacts of
U.S. sanctions on occupied
Sanctions draw condemnation
Palestine — or on already
impoverished countries such as Modern industrial society is
Mali, Central African Republic, built on a fragile web of
Guinea-Bissau, Kyrgyzstan, Fiji, essential technology. If pumps
Nicaragua and Laos — are not and sewage lines, elevators and
even on the radar screen of
generators can’t function due to
human rights groups.
lack of simple spare parts, entire
cities can be overwhelmed by
Most sanctions are intentionally swamps. If farmers are denied
hidden; they don’t generate even seed, fertilizer, field equipment
a line of news. Some sanctions and storage facilities, and if
are quickly passed after a sudden food, medicine and essential
news article about an alleged
equipment are deliberately
atrocity. The civilians who will denied, an entire country is at
14

risk.
The Venezuelan ambassador to
the United Nations, Samuel
Moncada, spoke to the XVIII
Summit of the Non-Aligned
Movement held in Baku,
Azerbaijan, Oct. 26. Addressing
the 120 countries represented, he
denounced the imposition of
arbitrary measures, called
“sanctions” by the U.S., as
“economic terrorism which
affects a third of humanity with
more than 8,000 measures in 39
countries.”
This terrorism, he said,
constitutes a “threat to the entire
system of international relations
and is the greatest violation of
human rights in the world.”
The Group of 77 and China, an
international body based at the
U.N. and representing 134
developing countries, called
upon “the international
community to condemn and
reject the imposition of the use
of such measures as a means of
political and economic coercion
against developing countries.”
The Group explained:
“The criminal, anti-human
policy of targeting defenseless
populations, which is in clear
violation of United Nations
Charter and international law,
has now become the new
weapon of choice for these
powerful states since they are
faced with strong opposition
from the majority of their own
population to the endless wars
of occupation that they are
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already involved in.”
The power of banks
The mechanism and the ability
of one country or one vote to
destroy a country on the other
side of the world are not well
understood.
International capital uses the
dollar system. All international
transactions go through U.S.
banks. These banks are in a
position to block money
transfers for the smallest
transaction and to confiscate
billions of dollars held by
targeted governments and
individuals. They are also in a
position to demand that every
other bank accept sudden
restrictions imposed from
Washington or face sanctions
themselves.
This is similar to how the U.S.
Navy can claim the authority to
intercept ships and interrupt
trade anywhere, or the U.S.
Army can target people with
drones and invade countries
without even asking for a
declaration of war.
Sometimes a corporate media
outlet, a U.S.-funded “human
rights” group or a financial
institution issues charges, often
unsubstantiated, of human rights
violations, or political
repression, drug trafficking,
terrorist funding, money
laundering, cyber-security
infractions, corruption or noncompliance with an international
financial institution. These
charges become the opening

wedge for a demand for
sanctions as punishment.

Another subterfuge is sanctions
that supposedly apply only to
government officials or specific
Sanctions can be imposed
agencies. But in fact any and
through a U.S. Congressional
every transaction they carry out
resolution or Presidential
can be blocked while endless
declaration or be authorized by a inquiries are held. Anonymous
U.S. government agency, such as bank officials can freeze all
the departments of the Treasury, transactions in progress and
Commerce, State or Defense.
scrutinize all accounts a country
The U.S. might apply pressure to holds. Any form of sanctions,
get support from the European even against individuals, raises
Union, the U.N. Security
the cost and risk level for credit
Council or one of countless
and loans.
U.S.-established regional
security organizations, such as There are more than 6,300
the Organization of American
names on the Specially
States.
Designated Nationals and
Blocked Persons List of
A U.S. corporate body that
individuals sanctioned by the
wants a more favorable trade
Office of Foreign Assets Control
deal is able to influence
at the U.S. Treasury Department.
numerous agencies or politicians
to act on its behalf. Deep-state The OFAC describes its role this
secret agencies, military
way:
contractors, nongovernmental
organizations funded by the
“OFAC administers a number of
National Endowment for
different sanctions programs.
Democracy, and numerous
The sanctions can be either
corporate-funded foundations
comprehensive or selective,
maneuver to create economic
using the blocking of assets and
dislocation and pressure
trade restrictions to accomplish
resource-rich countries.
foreign policy and national
security goals.”
Even sanctions that appear mild
and limited can have a
There is also a Financial Action
devastating impact. U.S.
Task Force list and an
officials will claim that some
International Traffic in Arms
sanctions are only military
Regulations list.
sanctions, needed to block
weapons sales. But under the
The sanctions weapon has
category of possible “dual use,” become so extensive that there is
the bans include chlorine needed now a whole body of law to
to purify water, pesticides,
guide U.S. corporations and
fertilizers, medical equipment, banks in navigating sales, credit
simple batteries and spare parts and loans. It is intended to be
of any kind.
opaque, murky and open to
interpretation, payoffs and
15
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subterfuge. There seems to be no They are not even offered in this Haqqani network, Afghan
single online site that lists all the period of capitalist decay. The forces, and the U.S. military and
different countries and
sanctions weapon is now such a the CIA.
individuals under U.S. sanctions. pervasive instrument that hardly
a week goes by without new
The very idea of the U.S. being
Once a country is sanctioned, it sanctions, even on past allies.
charged with war crimes led
must then “negotiate” with
then White House National
various U.S. agencies that
In October the U.S. threatened Security Advisor John Bolton to
demand austerity measures,
harsh sanctions on Turkey, a 70- threaten judges and other ICC
elections that meet Western
year member of the U.S.officials with arrest and sanction
approval, cuts in social
commanded NATO military
if they even considered any
programs, and other political and alliance.
charge against U.S. forces in
economic concessions to get
Afghanistan.
sanctions lifted.
On Nov. 27, Trump suddenly
announced, by presidential
“If the court comes after us,
Sanctions are an essential part of decree, harsher sanctions on
Israel or other U.S. allies, we
U.S. regime change operations, Nicaragua, calling it a “National will not sit quietly,” Bolton said.
designed in the most cynical
Security Threat.” He also
He noted that the U.S. “is
way to exact maximum human declared Mexico a “terrorist”
prepared to slap financial
cost. Sudden hyperinflation,
threat and refused to rule out
sanctions and criminal charges
economic disruption and
military intervention. Both
on officials of the court if they
unexpected shortages are then countries have democratically
proceed against any U.S.
hypocritically blamed on the
elected governments.
personnel. … We will ban its
government in office in the
judges and prosecutors from
sanctioned country. Officials are Other sanctions sail through the entering the United States. We
labelled inept or corrupt.
U.S. Congress without a roll call will sanction their funds in the
vote — just a cheer and a
U.S. financial system, and we
Agencies carefully monitor the unanimous voice vote, such as
will prosecute them in the U.S.
internal crisis they are creating the sanctions on Hong Kong in
criminal system. … We will do
to determine the optimum time support of U.S.-funded protests. the same for any company or
to impose regime change or
state that assists an ICC
manufacture a color revolution. Why Wall Street can’t be
investigation of Americans.”
The State Department and U.S. sanctioned
(The Guardian, Sept. 10, 2018)
covert agencies fund numerous
NGOs and social organizations Is there any possibility that the Bolton also cited a recent move
that instigate dissent. These
U.S. could be sanctioned for its by Palestinian leaders to have
tactics have been used in
endless wars under the same
Israeli officials prosecuted at the
Venezuela, Nicaragua, Iran,
provisions by which it has
ICC for human rights violations.
Syria, Libya, Zimbabwe, Sudan asserted the right to wreak havoc The ICC judges got the message.
and many other countries.
on other countries?
They ruled that despite “a
reasonable basis” to consider
A weapon of imperialism in
The Chief Prosecutor at the
war crimes committed in
decline
International Criminal Court,
Afghanistan, there was little
Fatou Bensouda, in November chance of a successful
Gone are the days of Marshall 2017 asked the Hague-based
prosecution. An investigation
Plan-type promises of
ICC to open formal
“would not serve the interests of
rebuilding, trade, loans and
investigations of war crimes
justice.”
infrastructure development.
committed by the Taliban, the
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Chief Prosecutor Bensouda, for
proposing an even-handed
inquiry, had her U.S. visa
revoked by Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo.

vote for sanctions or abstain.

isolation — there must be full
solidarity with their efforts. The
These strong-arm tactics have sheer number of countries being
succeeded again and again.
starved into compliance via
During the Korean War, when U.S.-imposed sanctions must be
the U.S. military was saturation- dragged into the light of day.
Sanctions are a weapon in the
bombing Korea, U.S.
And one step in challenging the
capitalist world order used by
Ambassador to the U.N. Warren injustice of capitalist property
the most powerful countries
Austin held up a submachine
relations is to attack the criminal
against those that are weaker and gun in the Security Council to role of the banks.
developing. One hundred years demand expanded authority in
ago, in 1919, President
the war from that body.
The effort to rally world opinion
Woodrow Wilson advocated
against sanctions as a war crime
sanctions as a quiet but lethal
Throughout the 1990s the U.S. is beginning with a call for
weapon that exerts pressure no government used sanctions on International Days of Action
nation in the modern world can Iraq as a horrendous social
Against Sanctions & Economic
withstand.
experiment to calculate how to War on March 13-15, 2020. Its
drastically lower caloric intake, slogans are “Sanctions Kill!
Sanctions demonstrate how
destroy crop output and ruin
Sanctions Are War! End
capitalist laws protect the right water purification. The impact of Sanctions Now!”
of eight multibillionaires to own these sanctions were widely
more than the population of half publicized — as a threat to other These coordinated international
the world.
countries.
demonstrations are a crucial first
step. Research and testimony;
U.N. sanctions demanded by
Bill Clinton’s Secretary of State, resolutions by unions, student
Washington
Madeleine Albright, when asked groups, cultural workers and
about the half a million children community organizations; social
The U.S., with the largest
who died as a result of U.S.
media campaigns; and bringing
nuclear arsenal on the planet and sanctions on Iraq, replied, “We medical supplies and
800 military bases, claims —
think the price is worth it.”
international relief to sanctioned
while engaged in wars in Iraq,
countries can all play a role.
Afghanistan, Syria and Libya — The sanctions imposed by the
Every kind of political campaign
that the Democratic People’s
U.S. against Iran are bookto expose the international crime
Republic of Korea and the
length, spanning 40 years since of sanctions is a crucial
Islamic Republic of Iran are the the Iranian Revolution. The
contribution.
greatest threats to world peace. blockade and sanctions on Cuba
have continued for 60 years.
Hong Kong — Pure
In the U.N. Security Council, the
Western Insanity
U.S. succeeded in winning harsh Sanctions Kill campaign
new sanctions against Iran and
the DPRK by threatening, on the It is an enormous political
eve of “war games,” that the
challenge to break the media
U.S. would escalate hostilities to silence and expose this crime.
an open military attack.
We need to put a human face on
the suffering.
This threat proved sufficient to
Source: https://journalget other Security Council
Targeted countries cannot be left
neo.org/2019/12/02/hong-kong-puremembers to fall in line and either to struggle by themselves in
western-insanity/
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By Peter Koenig

Hong Kong, the so called
“Human Rights and Democracy
Act”, with the caveat of
imposing sanctions, if Beijing
would transgress on the US
imposed rules. Can you
imagine? Can anyone imagine
this all-overarching arrogance?

rebuked the article accusing Ms.
Bachelet of further inflaming
‘radical violence’.

The impunity with which the US
aggresses Hong Kong is insane.
Equally or more insane is
In a statement issued on Sunday,
western media coverage of what
Chen Yaou, spokesman for
is going on in Hong Kong. Not
China’s permanent mission to
one word on how the incredible
the UN, launched a scathing
“pro-democracy” vote of the
attack on what he called an
rather unimportant District
The US Congress passing
“erroneous article” by Michelle
Council Elections was achieved. legislation to control another
Bachelet. Chen emphasized that
Of the 18 District Councils, 452 foreign territory? And the west China “strongly opposed”
of 479 seats (71%) went to “pro- goes along with it. It may
Bachelet’s article, saying she
democracy” candidates. Such an happen soon in Europe too that had interfered in the internal
extreme anti-Beijing vote could the US dictates what sovereign affairs of China and would only
only be obtained by massive
nations are allowed to do and not encourage protesters to use more
western propaganda at the cost to do. It is already happening.
radical violence. Mr. Chen added
of millions of dollars, targeted The US prohibits Europe to do that “the protesters were seeking
with algorithms, developed on business with whom they want – to create chaos in the Hong
the principles of the now
i.e. Iran, if not, they are being
Kong SAR (Special
(apparently) defunct Cambridge punished. No comments. It’s just Administrative Region),
Analytica. And this with 70% of the new normal. In the case of paralyze the HK SAR
eligible voters going to the polls. Hong Kong, Beijing has
government and seize the
protested, called the US
administrative power of the
None of this practically nonAmbassador twice to discuss the Hong Kong SAR with the aim of
realistic result was analyzed by matter – to no avail.
rendering the ‘one country, two
the west and reported on. In
systems’ principle defunct.”
reality, the vast majority of Hong It gets even more ludicrous.
Cheng also said that his
Kongers is sick and tired of the Madame Michelle Bachelet,
government stands fully behind
western inspired violence, but High Commissioner of the UN Ms. Carrie Lam, Hong Kong’s
are very much proud of being
Human Rights Commission in Chief Executive.
Chinese citizens. They were told Geneva, has published in the
by the propagandists that voting Saturday issue of the South
Despite the overwhelming profor ‘democracy’ candidates was China Morning Post an article democracy vote on 24
the way to bring peace. And
seeking full and “independent November 2019, protests
Peace is what everyone wants. and impartial judge-led
continue. Thousands took to the
After all, integrated into China investigation” into police
streets on Saturday afternoon
in 1997, they have enjoyed much conduct at protests as part of
assembling before the United
more freedom than under British confidence-building measures. States Consulate in Central, to
colonialism, where they were
The statement in itself already “express gratitude” for passing
not even allowed to vote for
takes sides, as it does in no way the Hong Kong Human Rights
their district councils.
address the foreign-inspired
and Democracy Act. They were
violence of protesters, who, for waving US flags, chanting the
The absurdity does not stop here. example, are using a university Star-Spangled Banner and are
The US Congress has recently campus to build Molotov-type asking for more support. They
passed legislation that would
bombs and other incendiary
pledge not to let go until all their
allow the US monitoring
devices. The Chinese
demands are met.
‘democracy’ and human rights in Government immediately
18
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Essentially, they want total
Washington and London are
economics, China is the
independence from Beijing and disabling Hong Kong of her
unspoken front-runner with a
become a US colony. They
west-serving money-laundering strong and stable currency
should look at Puerto Rico, what capacity.
backed by her economic output
it means to be a US colony, what
and by gold, versus an entire not
Washington has in store for its And if it comes really down to only US, but western economy
colonies. Or closer to their own the level of intolerant crime and based on fiat money.
history, they should look at their violence against the majority of
UK colonial past – and
HK citizens by this foreignAs of today, I am the
remember their state of
inspired and funded disruption
only winner of the
oppression, the almost zero
of SAR, Beijing could in less
rights they had then.
than 24 hours put an end to it. So
12 December
simple. The west could just
Election!
What does this all mean for
gape, but say nothing, because it
Hong Kong? At the time of the is in Beijing’s full right to
UK handover to China in 1997, restore law and order in their
Hong Kong contributed about territories.
18% to China’s GDP. Already
before the protests began some 6 Now, let’s look again at the US
months ago, it had shrunk to a arrogance to pass legislation to
mere 3%. Within the last few
control a foreign territory. Could
months HK’s economic output anyone imagine the logical
has further declined, as key
opposite? China passes
Source:
financial institutions want
legislation to ban any foreign
stability and therefore are
interference in their territories https://gilad.online/writings/2019/12/1/
as-of-today-i-am-the-only-winner-ofleaving Hong Kong for safer
with the threat of sanctions.
the-12-december-election
venues, i.e. Singapore, and,
These could include outright
indeed, for Shanghai which is
import bans for certain US
By Gilad Atzmon
rapidly becoming the financial goods, for example agricultural
hub of the east.
produce, or stopping crucial
For the last 15 years I have been
exports to the US (iPhones,
warning both Brits and Jews of
The real purpose of the 50-year computers, other US-outsourced the possibility of serious
special status of Hong Kong that manufactured-in-China goods), consequences that might result
the UK (and US) negotiated with barring certain US citizens from from the intensive activities of
Beijing, was to keep this
entering China – or, god forbid, the Jewish Lobby in Britain and
unregulated eastern financial
building a military base in
beyond. I have written thousands
paradise alive for western
Venezuela and / or Mexico;
of commentaries about the topic,
oligarchs’ often illicit and tax- Mexico being the latest Latin
given endless talks and
evading financial transactions of American country being
interviews and published the
which the western – UK and US harassed by the US for Mexico’s best selling books on Jewish
– bankers and financiers were
left-leaning government.
Identity politics
the key beneficiaries and
(https://www.amazon.com/Wanderingprofiteers. These US-inspired
It is only by equals facing equals Who-Gilad-Atzmon/dp/1846948754)
violent protests are meant to
that maybe, just maybe can
in return for which I have
destabilize the Government of achieve harmonious and
received relentless abuse.
Beijing – which is, of course, a peaceful coexistence. This
However, I survive and with just
pipedream – when in fact, they applies politically as much as it a bit of luck Britain may also
are committing slowly suicide. does economically – and in
survive the present chaos
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inflicted on it by the Lobby and the existential threat to Jewish enough of foreign Lobby
by its own compromised
life in this country that would be interference with their politics.
political establishment.
posed by a Jeremy Corbyn-led They are tired of a hostile
government.”
pressure groups weaponizing
For the last three years we have
anti-Semitism, vandalising their
witnessed an orchestrated smear Since then Corbyn has been
culture and politics and openly
campaign conducted by many accused by Labour MP
defying the Athenian roots at the
Jewish institutions against
Margaret Hodge and other
core of the British value system
British political parties,
Jewish celebrities of being
and its ethos.
politicians, intellectuals, artists, "racist" and "an anti-Semite". In
and various other members of
a uniquely foolish move that
The outlandish conduct of
the public. The Labour Party
conveys a severe inability to
British Jewish institutions is
has been subjected to a uniquely read his neighbours’ mood,
perplexing. The Jewish press,
vile smear campaign: its
British Chief Rabbi Ephraim
the Chief Rabbi, the unelected
leadership accused of being
Mirvis has launched an
BOD that claims to represent
‘anti-Semitic.’ The Labour Party, explosive and unprecedented
British Jewry have all apparently
not, perhaps, a collective of
attack on Jeremy Corbyn calling focused their energies on
distinctly sharp minds, was
on the Brits not to vote Labour. smearing Britain’s opposition
clumsy in its attempts to counter
leader. But here is an interesting
these empty accusations. The
When Rabbi Mirvis published riddle. Jewish institutions and
Party foolishly responded by
his article the Tories were
celebrities have repeatedly
surrendering to the Lobby’s
leading in the polls by 12-14
described Corbyn as an
every demand: suspending and percent. Then came a
“existential threat to British
expelling some of its best
remarkable shift. Corbyn was
Jews.” They practically equate
members for telling the truth
confronted by the BBC's
the life long anti racist
about Palestine and accepting
Andrew Neil who no doubt
campaigner with Hitler. I assume
the primacy of Jewish suffering expected him to offer his
that British Jews know that in
by adopting the IHRA definition customary words of
1933 Hitler won the German
of antisemitism. The Party and appeasement but for some
election with the support of just
its leader repeatedly apologized reason, this time the Labour
33% of the German population.
to the Jewish community for acts leader refused to provide the
As of yesterday’s polls, Corbyn
it hadn’t committed although
goods. Four times Neil used the and the Labour party enjoy the
this failed to assuage the
BBC to demand Corbyn’s
same level of support from the
Lobby’s unquenchable appetite. apology and each time the
British public. I reckon that if
Labour leader demurred. Corbyn these Jewish institutions really
In July 2018, the three British stood firm and in the next poll, believed that Corbyn is a Hitler
Jewish newspapers united in an not surprisingly, the Labour
figure as he is so often
attempt to finish Corbyn’s
Party bounced back. The Tories outrageously described by their
political career by
and their leader, or so I read in leaders and press, the fact that a
simultaneously issuing a joint
the press, are in a panic and for third of the Brits support him
editorial that declared: "Today, good reason. A hung parliament would mean that Britain is the
Britain's three leading Jewish
may well result in Corbyn being new Nazi Germany and a Shoah
newspapers - Jewish Chronicle, the next British prime minister. is just around the corner. If
Jewish News and Jewish
Leading polling expert Sir John British Jews really believed in
Telegraph - take the
Curtice has warned that the
such a ludicrous scenario there
unprecedented step of speaking recent election headlines
would be a mass exodus of Jews
as one by publishing the same predicting a Tory landslide were out of Britain and real estate
front page. We do so because of premature. The Brits have had prices in North West London
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would plummet. As of now, this
is not the case. The cost of a
three bedroom house in Golders
Green is still way above the
British average.

transformation of the BBC into In The Wandering Who
BiBiC. Yet, in Britain, only a
(http://www.gilad.co.uk/books/) I
delved into the notion of Prefew brave souls have dared to
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PRE
look into these topics. David
TSD). In PRE TSD, stress results
Icke has been doing an
incredible job of this for which from a phantasmic event, an
imaginary episode set in the future;
Not many scholars in the West he has been subjected to
an event that has never taken place.
tackle issues to do with Jewish relentless abuse. Stuart
Unlike PTSD (Post Traumatic
politics, they don’t dare criticise Littlewood has produced a
Stress Disorder) in which stress
Jewish power since Jewish
substantial body of work on
comes as a direct reaction to an
power is the power to silence
Zionist and Jewish pressure
event that (may) have taken place
every person who dares to
groups. Craig Murray has
in the past, with PRE-TSD, the
criticise Jewish power. I first
written a number of
trauma is caused by an imaginary
realised in the early 2000s that commanding articles about the scenario of destruction. The fear of
Jewish power is very dangerous Israeli grip on British politics. Corbyn is clearly an example of
such a phantasy. The illusion is
for Jews and gentiles alike.
Jonathan Cook watches his
Jewish power is a sophisticated homeland crumbling from the self- perpetuating as neither Corbyn
nor his party did anything to
apparatus. In fact it wasn’t the vantage point of Nazareth,
contribute to its escalation. No one
British politicians or
Palestine. Each of them are
within the British Jewish
establishment that defied that
intellectuals. They are not
community managed to stop this
treacherous spirit that has
political nor activists yet are
snowball of collective stress. And
haunted British politics for too subjected to unrelenting abuse now the results of this are
long. It is actually the British
from the Lobby and its stooges devastatingly clear. A crack of
people who have stood up and within the British establishment. mistrust has opened in British
society between the Jews and their
said, essentially, ‘enough is
enough.’
I have immersed myself in the host nation. I would think that Jews
study of the J-word. I realised a who find this upsetting can easily
identify the Jewish pressure groups,
A video popped out this
long time ago that as Israel
weekend showing health
defines itself as the Jewish State leaders and media outlets that led to
this unnecessary development.
secretary Matt Hancock being and enjoys the almost absolute
humiliated, booed and heckled at support of world Jewry and its My guess is that reading my work
a general election meeting. In
institutions, we need to ask what rather than burning my books could
response to the Tory MP attempt the J-word stands for. Instead of have helped the Jewish community
to recycle the ‘antisemitism’
asking who or what are the Jews, to introspect and prevent this
spin, the entire gathering
I decided to examine what those development. Engaging with me
protested and ousted him within who self-identify ‘as Jews’ mean rather than attempting to cancel my
seconds.
by that term. In my books The talks might have saved the Jewish
Wandering Who and its sequel, institutions from repeating their
most obvious historic mistakes. I
The sudden unpredicted rise of Being in Time, I produced a
accept that blowing the whistle is a
Corbyn and Labour’s popularity study of the metaphysics of
is a fascinating phenomenon in Jewishness. I examined different challenge. I understand that for
most people, living in a state of
light of the failure of the
perspectives of Judeo-centrism. I denial is convenient, but I also
dysfunctional British institutions attempted to untangle the
know that truth unveils itself to us,
to defend elementary freedoms concept of choseness. I have
often, unexpectedly. In the real
in the kingdom. The transition of tried to understand what it is in world it is not us, the people, who
the Guardian, once a respected Jewish culture that provokes
seek the truth, instead it is actually
outlet, into a ‘Guardian of Judea’ animosity and causes Jewish
the truth that haunts us wherever
is almost as compelling as the history to be a tragic continuum. we are and against all odds.
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